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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid" 
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer 
Officer Matt Bridgeforth (upper right) of Charleston Police Department and three Charleston men help a car to get out of snow on the 
side of road Friday morning on Lincoln Avenue in front of Old Main. Charleston got 11 inches of snow early Thursday morning. 
A cold greeting 
Winter ushers in Eastern's spring semester 
By SCOTT BOEHMER 
Staff writer 
For the second year in a row, Eastern 
students returning to campus after winter 
break have found Charleston covered 
under a thick blanket of snow. 
The Charleston area was hit with about 
11 inches of snow from a winter storm 
Wednesday night and early Thursday, said 
local weather forecaster Dalias Price. 
And, students should expect the snow to 
remain on the weather forecast throughout 
much of the rest of the winter, as a major 
increase in temperature is not anticipated, 
Price said. Another two or three inches of 
snow is expected on Thursday or Friday. 
Temperatures are expected to rise to 
about 20 degrees today, and stay in the 
middle 20s Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Sunday's high was around 5 degrees. 
Price said the Charleston area already 
has received about 17.5 inches of snow in 
December and January, surpassing the 
winter average of 17 inches. However, he 
said he does not expect this month's snow 
total to surpass that of January 1995, when 
• State, nation weather roundups. 
STORY page 6 
Charleston received 32 inches of snow. 
Forecasters initially thought the storm 
would bring about two or three inches 
throughout the Midwest and did not know 
which areas would receive the heaviest 
snow. 
Price said that while Friday's strong 
winds have died down to about 15 to 20 
m.p.h., students should continue to use 
caution while driving and walking to avoid 
ice patches, which develop after pressure 
is placed on snow causing it to temporarily 
melt and then refreeze, forming ice. 
Despite the snow Charleston received, 
many students returning to Eastern said 
they were not surprised to see a white 
Charleston. 
Paul Swenny, a senior biochemistry 
major from Pana, said his home town 
received about 8 inches of snow, and he 
knew from past experience and watching 
See COLD page 2 
., 
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer 
Bicycles left during the Christmas Break 
were almost covered with snow near 
Pemberton Hall. 
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Panther 
Preview 
to kick off 
semester 
By DEANA POOLE 
Activities editor 
After a month free from classes 
and studying, getting back into 
the swing of things for a new 
semester can be a difficult task. 
To help ease the burden, the 
Office of Orientation and the 
University Board this week are 
co-sponsoring the Spring Panther 
Preview to provide students with 
activities for the first week of 
classes. 
Panther Preview kicked off 
Sunday in the Carmen Hall dining 
center with free pizza from Little 
Caesars, Pizza Hut, Papa John's, 
Monical's, Topper's and 
Domino's. The movie, Joe's 
Apartment starring Jerry 
O'Connell, was shown following 
dinner. 
UB Chair Tom Ryan said 
Panther Preview helps students 
become aware of the various 
activities that are available to 
them. 
"It's a way to get incoming 
students and current students to 
open up their eyes to the 
programs and events that are 
available to them on campus," 
Ryan said. 
Ryan said the Office of 
Orientation and the UB try to 
plan activities for students the 
first week of each semester. By 
having the two organizations 
work together, more ideas and 
funds are available to make the 
Preview a success. 
"When you have two 
organizations trying to run two 
similar programs at the same time 
it is better for them to co-sponsor 
the event and provide bigger and 
more quality programs for 
students," Ryan said. 
This week's Spring Panther 
Preview activities are: 
• Free hot chocolate and 
flavored coffee will be provided 
beginning at 7 a.m. today at the 
Coffee Express in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union 
Bookstore Lobby. Mini muffins 
and bagels will be available at 
See PANTHER page 2 
IBHE grants Eastern a $3.5 million operational budget increase 
By JESSICA BAKER 
Administration editor 
Eastern received a $3.5 million or 5.7 
percent operational budget increase for the 
fiscal year 1998, which the Illinois Board 
of Higher Education approved Jan. 7. 
Eastern's operating budget totals 
$64,746,900. The operational budget 
covers all costs not included in the 
university's fixed cost, which includes 
deferred maintenance, technology 
enhancements, heat, water and electricity 
bills and faculty and staff salaries. 
Eastern's 5. 7 percent increase is the 
largest percentage increase of all Illinois 
public universities for the next fiscal year. 
According to a press release, following 
Eastern's high percentage increase is 
Governors State University at 4.9 percent, 
Illinois State University at 4.5 percent and 
Chicago State University at 4.4 percent. 
Chris Merrifield, Eastern's liaison to the 
capital, said she is pleased that the IBHE 
recognized the quality of work at Eastern. 
But, she said she has a problem with the 
capital budget that was approved by the 
IBHE. The IBHE's budget recom-
mendation for Eastern's capital budgeting 
is $1.1 million. 
Eastern originally requested $31 ,672,700 
See IBHE page 2 
& then some is a weekly column covering 
various campus and community events. 
+ MOVING UP + THIS WAY PLEASE 
University Board 
announced Jennifer Brdlik, a 
junior psychology/zoology, as 
the new vice-chair. Brdlik was 
formerly the mini-concerts 
coordinator. 
"I hope to bring additional 
leadership to University 
Board, and bring UB to new 
heights," Brdlik said. 
Brdlik said the most impor-
tant thing on the UB 's agenda 
right now is filling two open 
coordinator positions and get-
ting everyone acquainted to 
hopefully "increase productiv-
ity." 
"I am very, very excited 
about my new position," 
Brdlik said. 
Anyone interested in apply-
ing for the positions of home-
coming or mini-concerts coor-
dinator can contact Brdlik or 
Tom Ryan at 581-5117 . 
Deadlines for applications and 
interview dates will be 
announced at a later time, 
Ryan said. 
+ MOVING IN 
Jason Young, a sophomore 
marketing major, has been 
named the new productions 
coordinator for University 
Board. Young has been an 
active member of UB for the 
past two years. 
Productions coordinator is 
in charge of providing sound 
and lighting to all UB events 
and renting equipment. 
"I'm looking foward to the 
challenge," Young said. "I did 
it all through high school, it is 
kind of a hobby of mine." 
Booth Library is offering 
Library Orientation Tours 
beginning January 22 to 
February 27. 
Tours will be held at 6 p.m. 
Mondays, 4 p.m. Wednesdays, 
and 11 a.m. Thursdays begin-
ning on the mail level, near 
the circulation desk. Tours are 
expected to last for about 45 
minutes. 
+ NEW EXECUTIVES 
Members of the service fra-
ternity Alpha Phi Omega have 
elected their new executives 
for 1997. Lisa Aruldos, presi-
dent; Joe Emmerich, vice pres-
ident; Michelle Thibodeau, 
secretary; John Zarring, trea-
surer; Erin Gregorich and 
Maria Forliano, pledge educa-
tor; Simone Piazzisi, social 
chair; Jana Hagglumb, fellow-
ship; and Becky Beisner, com-
munications. 
+ JUST A REMINDER 
& Then Some was 
designed to highlight indi-
viduals on campus who have 
received special recognition. 
Our goal is to serve as an 
outlet for the smaller groups 
on campus and showcase 
their members and achieve-
ments. 
Anyone interested in sub-
mitting information for & 
Then Some should write or 
call Katie Vana at The Daily 
Eastern News, 581-2812, or 
e-mail her at cukav@uxa-
ecn.bgu.edu. 
-Katie Vana is the managing editor and a 
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
It Pays to Advertise 
in The Daily 
Eastern News! 
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Relatives mourn after plane crash 
RAISINVILLE TOWNSHIP, Mich. (AP) -
Relatives of the 29 people who died in a commuter 
flight crash gathered to mourn Sunday in the same 
snowy field where the turboprop plane went down. 
200 family members visited the site throughout the 
day, said National Transportation Safety Board 
spokesman Peter Goelz. 
At Immaculate Heart of Mary Motherhouse 
Chapel in Monroe, about 1,000 people attended a 
memorial service for the crash victims. The Rev. 
David Campbell, a chaplain at Mercy Memorial 
Hospital, told relatives, friends and community 
members that their lives would be intertwined for-
ever. 
Grieving family members met about 150 yards 
from deep craters dug by the plane's nose dive. A 
dozen hay bales surrounded a makeshift memorial 
sign that read: "In memory of passengers and crew 
of Comair Flight 3272 from the community of 
Monroe County and southeast Michigan." About 
IBHE frompageone-------
from the state for the capital 
budget. 
The money from the capital 
budget will be used to help 
remodel Booth Library, the Fine 
Arts Center, Accessibility 
Improvements, the Life Science 
Complex, upgrading campus air 
system and upgrading the cen-
tral fire alarm system. 
"In a separate capital budget 
proposal, the IBHE decided to 
approve $16 .7 million for 
Eastern to renovate Booth 
Library, assuming $1 million in 
planning money to be funded in 
FY 1997, only if the 89th 
Illinois General Assembly 
passed a bill to go along with 
bonding authority, which they 
didn't," Merrifield said. 
"And since the 90th General 
Assembly began last 
Wednesday, no planning money 
PANTHER 
• IBHE chair appointed. 
STORY page 5 
was funded in FY 1997, and 
Eastern won ' t receive the $16.7 
million to renovate," she said. 
The capital budgets are 
financed through bonds 
approved by the General 
Assembly. Merrifield said there 
hasn't been an increase in bond 
authority for two years . Both 
the Senate and the House of 
Representatives must pass the 
vote with a three-fifths majority 
so they haven't been able to 
increase the limit of bonds 
issued. 
Jill Nilsen , assistant to 
Eastern President David Jorns, 
said she is pleased with the 
IBHE 's approval of Eastern's 
from page two 
operational budget, but hopes 
during the spring session, the 
General Assembly will pass the 
capital bonding issue. 
Merrifield said she will talk 
to the General Assembly about 
the $16.7 million for renovating 
Booth Library. "This is a frus-
trating process , but we will 
have to move forward ," she 
said. 
Merrifield said Eastern will 
have to wait and see what Gov. 
Jim Edgar's budget for the uni-
versities and colleges will be , 
and see if the General Assembly 
passes the bond issues. 
Nilsen said after Edgar 
announces his budget request 
for the universities and colleges 
around Illinois in March, then 
the legislature will look at the 
budget requests to make their 
decisions. 
reduced prices, 10 cents and 99 cents respectively. • Jim Wand, a hypnotist that has previously per-
formed at Eastern, will perform at 9 p.m. Thursday 
in the Grand Ballroom of the Union. The perfor-
mance is sponsored by the University Board, the 
Office of Orientation and the Residence Hall 
Association. Admission to the performance is free. 
• The student organization ice cream extravaganza 
will held from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday in the 
University Ballroom of the Union. Students will be 
able to meet the presidents of various student organi-
zations. 
• Bowling will be available at reduced prices from 
6 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Wednesday at the University 
Lanes of the Union. Bowling is 75 cents and shoe 
rental is free. 
• The Spring Panther Preview ends Friday with 
bingo at 7 p.m. in the University Ballroom. There is 
no cost to participate and prizes will be awarded to 
winners. 
COLD from page two-------
the news that Charleston normal-
ly receives a lot of snow. 
Ruth Heinzmann, a junior ele-
mentary education major who 
commutes to Eastern from Odin, 
agreed, and said she chose to 
delay picking up her textbooks 
until Saturday to avoid travelling 
on the snow covered roads . Even 
then, however, she said she saw 
many cars that had slid off the 
roads into ditches. 
Swenny said he anticipated 
some problems because of the 
weather and brought a shovel 
with him to clear his sidewalk. 
Grounds foreman Jon Collins 
said crews of workers came 
early and stayed late Thursday 
and Friday. Part of a crew 
worked Saturday to prepare for 
returning students. 
Collins said the crews cleared 
most of the sidewalks and the 
parking lots before students 
returned. However, he said he 
was expecting some snow drifts 
because of the dryness of the 
snow and Friday's winds, which 
reached speeds of up to 30 
m.p.h. 
"(The snow) probably came at 
the worst time because we have 
a lot of students coming (back) 
to move in ," Collins said. 
However, he added despite the 
storm's timing, the crews "(fol-
lowed) the same kind of routine 
as (when we) get a snowfall dur-
ing the night." 
Collins said he has workers 
salting the handicapped ramps 
and stairways, and will also put 
sand on ice patches which devel-
op on sidewalks. 
Textbook Rental Service 
workers had students wait in 
lines that wound up the stairs 
instead of outside , said Dan 
Klingenberg, director of the text-
book rental service. Despite that, 
he said there was still a short 
period when the line stretched 
outside the building. 
Serving Charleston & EIU 
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City ordinance to require 
adult entertainment permit 
City council approves business ordinance 
By BRITT CARSON 
City editor 
The Charleston City Council approved an 
ordinance to regulate adult entertainment 
businesses in Charleston. 
The ordinance requires all adult entertain-
ment establishments to apply for a conditional 
use permit and only can locate in certain areas 
the ordinance specifies. 
The first major element of the ordinance 
states that adult entertainment businesses can-
not operate within 1,000 feet of a school, 
church, day care facility, any establishments 
selling alcoholic beverages, parks and munici-
pal or other governmental units. 
The second requirement states that adult 
entertainment businesses, such as strip clubs, 
adult book stores, or movie theaters cannot 
operate within 1,000 feet of another adult 
entertainment business. 
The third requirement states that advertise-
ment signs to adult entertainment businesses 
outside their establishment cannot exceed 1 0 
feet by 3 feet and can't contain any pictures or 
anything relating to sexual activity. 
The ordinance also requires a 5-foot buffer 
zone between employees and customers and 
violations of any criteria result in a minimum 
$500 fine per day. 
The ordinance was written in response to 
businessman Mike Bickers opening his second 
strip club, Capone's, located at 1100 18th St. 
next to the Charleston High School. Bickers 
also turned Panthers Lounge, 1421 Fourth St., 
into a strip club after he lost his liquor license 
in 1995. 
The ordinance gives any existing adult 
entertainment business one year to comply 
with criteria in the ordinance or discontinue. 
A petition with 1,850 signatures was pre-
sented before the city council at their Nov. 5 
meeting requesting the regulation of adult 
entertainment. 
The ordinance was approved by the Board 
of Zoning Appeals and Planning on Dec. 5 
and then went before the city council for 
approval. 
The council had to vote on the adult enter-
tainment ordinance twice for it to be 
approved. 
The council discussed the ordinance at their 
meeting on Dec. 17, 1995 and on Jan. 7 and 
voted unanimously to approve the ordinance. 
Suspects to be reviewed 
in two local murders cases 
By DAN FIELDS 
Staff writer 
this point in time," if Fitzpatrick was sexually 
assaulted. 
The Coles County Judicial System will 
review two suspects in conjunction with two 
different murders this week. 
Ferguson said Brazzell and Fitzpatrick knew 
of each other before the time of her death, but 
he did not know what the relationship was 
between the two. 
First-degree murder charges were filed 
Thursday against John Brazzell, 2 7, of 
Danville, for the apparent strangulation of 
Sarah Fitzpatrick, 36, of 505 Division St. Lot 
6. 
"There was an acquaintanceship, but we 
don't know to what extent," Ferguson said. 
Charges were filed by State's Attorney Steve 
Ferguson for the Dec. 21 death of Fitzpatrick. 
Tuesday, Charles Christopher Drum, 26, of 
2102 Champaign Ave., was arrested on first-
degree murder charges in Mattoon in conjunc-
tion with the death of Shane R. Ellison, a Lake 
Land College student. 
Brazzell is scheduled to appear today before 
Circuit Judge Ashton Waller at the Coles 
County Courthouse. 
Fitzpatrick lived alone in her trailer, which is 
located in the Northern Estates Mobile Home 
Complex. 
Ellison's body was discovered Jan . 4 by 
hunters near the tracks of the Illinois Central 
Railroad on County Road 400N south of 
Mattoon. 
Ferguson said marks were left on 
Fitzpatrick's neck, which indicated that she 
was probably strangled by a piece of cloth. 
Ferguson said "it has not been determined at 
Ellison, 23, 1208 Richmond Ave., was stran-
gled to death "by an article of clothing," 
according to Ferguson. 
Drum is being held at the Coles County Jail 
on a $1 million bond. 
Spring concert still questionable 
By DEANA POOLE 
Activities editor 
The University Board will 
choose the band who will per-
form for the spring concert by 
the end of February. 
Tom Ryan, UB chair, said 
currently UB has no idea of 
who will perform at the 
spring concert. 
He said they have not 
booked a band yet because 
most bands don't know their 
spring schedules. 
"We are waiting right 
now," Ryan said. 
"We have to wait for 
agents or stars to send lists 
and catalogs with their avail-
able dates." 
The tentative dates for the 
UB spring concert are the 
weekends of March 28 and 
April 4. 
Ryan said during the end of 
January and the beginning of 
February the UB receives cat-
alogs from various groups. 
Then they compare the 
dates the bands are available 
and the cost of the band to the 
dates UB has chosen and the 
money that has been budgeted 
for the concert. 
Last semester UB distribut-
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ed a concert survey inquiring 
about the type of music stu-
dents liked and how much 
they would pay to go to a 
concert. 
The results of the survey 
are still being compiled. 
UB takes the results of the 
survey into consideration dur-
ing the process of choosing a 
band. 
In previous years, the 
University Board has booked 
performances from The 
Bodeans, Hootie and the 
Blowfish and Toad the Wet 
Sprocket. 
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer 
Transfer student Chris Cardinale (center) gets help at the schedule distribu-
tion desk for new students and transfer students Friday afternoon in the 
Ballroom of Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Rental hours extended 
The Textbook Rental office will be open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday and from 8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Friday. 
Students can get their ID's validated and pick up spring semester schedules 
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday in the registration 
office located in the South Basement of McAfee Gym. 
Regular computer lab hours in the Student Services Building will resume 
Monday. Lab hours are 8 a.m. to 11:45 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 8 
a.m. to 4:15 p.m. on Friday and 8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. on Saturday. 
Booth Library will be open from 8 a.m. to 11:45 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday and from 9 a.m. to 4:45p.m. on Saturday. 
The Martin Luther King Jr. University Union will resume regular hours 
from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer 
Braving the cold 
Students form a line in front of the Textbook Rental Sunday afternoon despite 
the cold weather. 
Opinion 
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board. 
Columns are the opinion of the author. 
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Keeping resolutions 
could help Eastern 
to improve in 1997 
Sure it's overdone. Cliche, even. But with a 
new semester and a new year come the universi-
ty's resolutions for 1997- brought to you by The 
Daily Eastern News. 
1. Furnish snow plows, rock salt and shovels 
for the next major snowfall. 
2. Finish renovating the Buzzard Building. For 
$13 million, it's a project that should remain on 
schedule. After nearly a 
Ed • t • } year and a half of work, I oria WEIU-TV is now setting 
up in its new Buzzard 
wing. Should this resolution pan out, the offices 
of The News as well as other departments that 
have been inconveniently placed sporadically 
throughout the university while Buzzard has been 
under construction also will relocate to Buzzard. 
3. Increase Eastern's minority enrollment. 
Minorities comprised 7.4 percent of the student 
population last semester. The university aims for 
12 percent by the year 2000. It's time for Eastern 
and its recruiters to step up. 
4. Eastern President David Jorns: Probably 19 
out of 20 students have not even heard of him let 
alone seen him. Perhaps this year Jorns can leave 
his office and schedule brown bag lunches like in 
days of old. 
5. The campus improvement projects. In 
November, the students voted to pay $9 million to 
fund them, and over the semester break, the 
Board of Trustees approved the projects as well. 
However, all that the students will see this year 
will be 12 extra courtesy telephones peppered 
throughout the campus in the fall. Despite their 
approval, several of the 11 projects left plans in a 
hazy state. This year, the planners involved in 
each project should figure out all of the details. 
6. The University Board: The Doobie Brothers 
did a fine job on Family Weekend, but perchance 
this year UB can sign a band that released its first 
record some time after most of us were born. 
7. More playoff berths for Panthers sports 
teams, making Eastern and its athletic teams 
more nationally known. 
No solutions have really been offered, but New 
Year's resolutions are usually all about striving to 
1m prove. 
With the beginning of a new year, Eastern has 
the opportunity to make the changes this campus 
needs to succeed in 1997. 
'' today's 
Great actions are not always true 
sons of great and mighty resolutions. 
-Samuel Butler 
-· ·-· ·--·-·. -· -·· ·-· ·-- -· ··-·· ·- ---·· ·-----
The Charleston City Council 
Wednesday passed an ordinance 
that will restrict the location and 
advertising allowed for adult 
entertainment establishments. 
The ordinance requires all 
adult entertainment establish- '----------= 
ments to apply for a conditional REAGAN BRANHAM 
use application and can only 
locate in certain areas that the Regular columnist 
ordinance specifies. 
Whether city council members 
agree with the adult entertain-
ment businesses, the ordinance is not fair to owners of 
established businesses. 
The three major requirements that adult entertainment 
businesses must conform to in order to operate in 
Charleston are: 
• The businesses cannot operate within 1,000 feet of a 
school, church, day care facility, any establishments sell-
ing alcoholic beverages, parks and municipal or other 
governmental unit. 
• Adult entertainment businesses such as strip clubs, 
adult book stores or movie theaters cannot operate within 
1,000 feet of another adult entertainment business. 
• Advertisement signs for the adult entertainment 
businesses outside their establishment cannot exceed 10 
feet by 3 feet and cannot contain any pictures or anything 
relating to sexual activity. 
In a town the size of Charleston, complying with these 
restrictions can be difficult. 
These three restrictions are not at all fair to established 
businesses such as Panthers Lounge, 1421 Fourth St. 
Panthers violates the first of the three requirements 
because it is located near many other businesses, includ-
ing establishments that sell alcohol. 
The major problem with this ordinance is that there is 
no grandfather clause. Businesses such as Panthers 
your 
"This (new law) 
is costly and 
unfair to these 
owners who 
established 
themselves 
before the new 
rules." 
Lounge have already established 
themselves and should not be 
forced to relocate to comply 
with the new rules. The city can-
not keep changing the rules and 
expect business owners to 
change with them. 
The ordinance gives any 
existing business one year to 
either comply with the new ordi-
nance or discontinue. 
But what if within that year 
another new ordinance is made? 
Would business owners then need to spend even more 
money trying to comply with new laws? 
This is costly and unfair to these owners who estab-
lished themselves before the new rules. 
The only one of the three restrictions that seems to 
make any sense is restricting the advertisements. 
But to put this restriction with the other two is point-
less because the first two restrictions already keep adult 
businesses away from other businesses. 
The advertisement restriction would keep explicit ads 
from being displayed, but the adult entertainment estab-
lishment will have to be far enough away from other 
businesses to limit exposure to citizens, especially young 
people at the schools, day care centers and parks that the 
city council wants the adult businesses away from . 
Although the city council or some citizens of 
Charleston may not agree with adult entertainment busi-
nesses such as Panthers Lounge, it is not fair to try to 
drive these businesses out of town by imposing new rules 
whenever people do not agree with something business 
owners are doing. 
- Reagan Branham is news editor and a regular colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is 
curlb4@bgu. edu. 
behalf of autistic children. And this is 
just a hasty list of their accomplish-
ments. 
Fraternity celebrates 
fourth anniversary 
on Eastern's campus 
Dear editor: 
Birthdays and anniversaries are a 
time for reflection. The week of Nov. 
17, 1996 marked the fourth anniver-
sary of the installation of the Illinois 
Nu Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Fraternity, a group which began in 
the living room of our home on Nov. 
8, 1990. 
Interfraternity Council. At last chap-
ter meeting, two men announced that 
they were well on their way to admis-
sion to medical school, another said 
he was admitted to graduate study in 
economics at Purdue University and a 
fourth announced his admission to 
industrial and organizational psychol-
ogy at Roosevelt University. 
Eastern's Sig Ep Chapter is one of 
only a handful of Sig Ep Chapters to 
earn an outstanding chapter award, 
The Buchanan Cup, the first time it 
was eligible for it. And, it is the only 
chapter in the history of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon to earn the Order of Philias 
Award, for the most unselfish exam-
ple of brotherly love, the first time 
they were eligible for the award. 
The eight men wanted to establish 
an organization which would lead by 
example and establish a new standard 
for students on Eastern's campus. The 
beginning group of 30 men had a 
grade point average of 2.86, and 
among them were a Lincoln Laureate 
of Illinois and the only person from 
Eastern in a decade to reach the sec-
ond round of competition for a 
Truman Fellowship, a Sig Ep 
Zollinger Scholar, a Sig Ep Staff 
Representative, officers of the 
Interfraternity Council and Student 
Government leaders. In two of the 
four years of its chartering, a Sig Ep 
has served as President of the 
Last spring, the fraternity placed 
first in academic standings among 
campus general fraternities with a 
2.87 GPA, the highest fraternity aver-
age in the decade of the 1990s. 
Also as a group, the fraternity has 
placed first in Greek Sing four of the 
past five years, and has been within 
the top quarter of campus fraternities 
in intramural athletic competition. 
On Halloween, the men of Sigma 
Phi Epsilon presented a haunted 
house to the campus, which provided 
five hours of non-alcoholic program-
ming and earned a total of $670 for 
philanthropic purposes. On Nov. 21, 
1996, they received an award for ser-
vice from the East Central Illinois 
Autism Society for their work on 
The Philias Award was given to 
the chapter for working with Alex 
Kusmanoff, an autistic student, for 
whom the men served as mentors and 
social role models the past three 
years. 
This is a group which does work to 
live up to the ideals of its six Baptist 
ministerial student founders in 1901: 
Virtue, Diligence and Brotherly Love. 
As their Chapter Counselor, I want 
them, and the general public, to know 
that they have done a good and faith-
ful job, and I am well pleased. 
Charles G. Eberly 
Sigma Phi Epsilon Chapter 
Counselor 
L e t y o u r v o i c e b e heard. E - m a i I u s a t cutss@uxa.ecn.bgu . edu 
Meningitis victim on the mend 
By MATT ADRIAN 
Campus editor 
a later date. 
The Eastern student who contracted meningitis 
last November has been from Carle Memorial 
Hospital in Urbana. 
On Nov. 19, Kelley was taken to Sarah Bush 
Lincoln Health Center were she was diagnosed 
with symptoms of meningitis and later transport-
ed to Urbana. 
Kelley contracted neisseria meningitis, a bac-
terial form of the disease that infects the blood-
stream but is not highly contagious. It can only 
be passed through direct contact such as cough-
ing, sneezing or ki ssing. It can also be trans-
ferred if someone uses utensils or drinks out of 
the same glass that the infected person used. 
Kathryn A. Kelley, a freshmen elementary 
education major, was released from the hospital 
on Jan. 1. 
Pam Kelley, the student ' s mother, said Kelley 
is attending rehabilitation for her muscles three 
days a week. Pam Kelley said that her daughter 
is doing well and currently is try ing to get her 
strength back. 
She added that Kathryn would probably be 
taking the spring semester off to continue reha-
bilitation. 
The symptoms of meningitis are a fever of 
more than l 0 l degrees, sudden severe headaches, 
a stiff neck, a rash or mental confusion. 
Kelley said that Kathryn did receive final 
grades for some of her classes and incomplete 
grades in others that she will have to make up at 
Eastern 's Health Service provided Rifampin 
and Cepro free of charge to all students in direct 
contact with Kelley. Health Service also provid-
ed the medication to the general student body, 
but students had to pay a $3 pharmacy fee . 
Kustra appointed new IBHE chair 
By MINDY BUYCK 
Student government editor 
Lt. Gov. Bob Kustra was 
appointed on Dec. 23 by Gov. 
Jim Edgar as the chairman of the 
Illinois Board of Higher 
Education. 
Kustra will succeed Arthur F. 
Quem, 54, who was killed in a 
jet crash on Oct. 30 about 20 
miles north of Chicago. 
According to a press release 
from the governor's office, 
Kustra has a bachelor ' s degree 
from Benedictine College in 
Atchison, Kan., a masters degree 
in public administration from 
Southern Illinois University and 
a doctorate in political science 
from the University of Illinois. 
Kustra served with Quem as 
co-chair of the Governor's Task 
Force on Higher Education in 
1992. 
He has also taught at 
Northwestern University, the 
University of Illinois in Chicago, 
Roosevelt University, the former 
Sangamon State University, 
Lincoln Land Community 
College and Oakton Community 
College. 
' ' There is no one more 
committed to quality 
education than Bob. His entire 
adult life reflects that commit-
ment." 
-Gov. Jim Edgar 
Kustra also served as the rank-
ing Republican on the Senate 
Elementary and Secondary 
Education Committee. 
"There is no one more com-
mitted to quality education than 
Bob. His entire adult life reflects 
that commitment," Edgar stated 
in the press release. 
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to 
Eastern President David Jorns, 
said she believes Kustra brings 
experience and knowledge to the 
position. 
"Although it's not typical, the 
appointment of Lt. Gov. Kustra 
certainly has its strengths," 
Nilsen said. 
Nil sen said typically the 
Chairman of the IBHE is some-
one from the private sector. She 
said she understands Edgar's 
decision based on Kustra's expe-
nence. 
Chris Merrifield, Eastern ' s 
liaison to Springfield, said she 
also believes that while the 
appointment is unusual, she does 
not anticipate Kustra' s relation-
ship with the governor to cause 
anything unusual to occur. 
Merrifield said she believes 
Kustra operates very indepen-
dently and will continue to do so 
in this position. 
"I think he will do an excellent 
job," Merrifield said. She said 
she believes Kustra was support-
ive of Quem's work and will 
continue it. 
"He will make sure all sectors 
of higher education work togeth-
er," Merrifield said. 
According to the press release, 
Kustra is co-chair of the Human 
Resource Investment Council, 
which prepares students for the 
work force by fostering partner-
ships with local schools, commu-
nity colleges and businesses. 
He has also been chairman of 
TECH CORPS Illinois , a 
statewide initiative to provide 
hands-on support to local school 
districts in improving their tech-
nological efforts. 
Smarter students boast empty pockets 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A record number of 
"A" students entered college last fall, more confi-
dent than ever about their abilities but increasingly 
worried about how to pay for their education. 
They also prefer community service such as 
volunteer work to traditional politics: a record 72 
percent reported some kind of volunteer activity. 
More want to enter helping professions like 
teaching or medicine, shunning business, accord-
ing to an annual survey of college freshmen 
released Sunday. Interest in law dropped to an all-
time low after peaking, like business, in the 1980s. 
The optimism coupled with their need to help 
defray college expenses and their commitment to 
volunteer work means many first-year students are 
stretching themselves thin, says researcher Linda 
J. Sax at the University of California Los Angeles. 
"The way it seems to me is that these students 
are very committed to many activities at once," 
she said from her office at the university's Higher 
Education Research Institute, which did the sur-
vey. "Even though they're having to put them-
selves through college, they're working. They're 
also finding time to volunteer." 
AITENTION NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS! 
Do you consider yourself a non-traditional student? 
fiu tp~«---
over the age of 25 
Z'«'- tp~«---
commute more than 15 miles one-way? 
Z'«'-tp~«--
not identify with other on-campus organizations? 
If you can answer yes to any of these questions, you can call 
yourself a non-traditional student. OASIS is a recognized student 
organization sponsored by the School of Adult and Continuing 
Education. It is designed to serve as a voice for your needs and 
concerns. During the first week of spring classes, come join us for 
coffee between the hours of 8:30-10:30 a.m. Check out the non-
traditional information area located on the 2nd floor of Blair Hall. 
School of Adult and Continuing Education 
-> :~~ : - · · ·. ~ ' 
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EVERY 
IIIGH7 
AFrER 
5:00PM 
1/'ILB, HAMBURGER 
LIMIT Two 
PER CUSTOMER 
ADD CHEESE • 25~ 
LETTUCE, TOMATO, & ONION • 25~ 
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Located in the East Wing Basement 
Martin Luther King Jr., University Union 
Cheese Sticks 
Breaded Mushrooms 
Cheddar Poppers 
Sour Dough Onion Rings 
Pizza Pockets 
Breaded Ravioli 
Mini Corn Dogs 
Fried Clams 
Ranch Potato Wedges 
RENTAL 
SMORGASBORD 
1 . Brittany Ridge 
Townhouses 
2. Group Houses 
3-6 residents 
3. Garden Apts. 
2-3 residents 
One Bedroom 
Efficiencies for 1 
Lists Available Jan. 13 
at 1512 A Street 
WOOD REAL ESTATE 
(:) Jim Wood, Broker 
~~~'O'R"rouu~:~~ "Independently Owned & Operated" 
............................................................ 
·-·-·-· 
Illinois dealt a winter blast '9 
By The Associated Press- Illinoisans braved Only slightly warmer weather was forecast for 
, 
Ill. 
NEWYFAR! dangerously cold weather Sunday to work, attend Monday with highs around the state ranging from 5 
church services and, in some cases, even go ice degrees in the northwest to about 20 in the south-
skating. east. 
At the Fourth Presbyterian Church along Not everyone has been staying indoors. 
Chicago's Michigan Avenue, attendance was down Skate on State, an outdoor ice-skating rink in 
slightly but better than expected even though area Chicago's Loop, reopened Sunday afternoon after 
wind-chill factors Sunday ranged from 23 degrees being closed the past few days because of the brutal 
below zero to 34 below. cold. 
"We had quite a number of older adults here 
today. I was surprised," said church employee 
Bonita Wright. 
The National Weather Service issued a wind-chill 
advisory for northwestern Illinois and parts of west-
central Illinois on Sunday. 
In Moline, for example, below-zero temperatures 
and strong westerly winds resulted in wind chills 
ranging from 35 degrees below zero to 45 below 
zero, according to meteorologist Scott Dickson in 
Chicago. 
Temperatures at noon in Illinois ranged from 
about zero to 12 degrees, with the coldest air in the 
central section and the warmest in the south, accord-
ing to Dickson. 
"I think it's the best time to go skating when it's 
really cold out," said a young woman who identified 
herself only as Egle. 
Standing outside a nearby Walgreens store, 
Edward Martin, 39, was selling Streetwise, a news-
paper sold by the homeless to benefit the homeless. 
"I can go inside sometimes and get my feet warm," 
he said. 
Although Martin had to sleep outdoors as recently 
as last week, he said his Streetwise sales are now 
allowing him to rent a motel room for $12 a night. 
Meanwhile, Chicago-area blood banks were call-
ing for donors as the frigid weather threatened to 
further deplete supplies already at a critically low 
level. 
Editor supports published photos 
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) - A tabloid editor 
denounced the uproar Sunday over his newspaper's 
decision to run crime-scene photos of slain 6-year-
old beauty queen JonBenet Ramsey, saying critics' 
arguments sounded like censorship. 
The front-page photographs show a garotte - a 
cord-wrapped stick that some reports say was used 
to strangle JonBenet Ramsey - and a rope mark on 
one of the wrists of 1995's Little Miss Colorado. 
Globe, defended his paper's decision to run the pic-
tures. "There is a First Amendment issue here that 
could be perceived to be tantamount to censorship." 
But police have said whoever released the photos to 
the newspaper could face civil and criminal penal-
ties. 
At least two Denver-area grocery chains will not 
sell copies of the Globe, due on newsstands 
Monday. The Boulder County coroner has demand-
ed an investigation into how the tabloid got the six 
photos. 
In addition, the Boulder girl's parents are threat-
ening to sue over the photographs. Several Denver-
area newspapers and TV stations said they will not 
run or air the Globe photos. 
Tony Frost, editor of the Boca Raton, Fla.-based 
JonBenet's body was found Dec. 26 after her 
mother called 911 to report finding a ransom note 
on a stairway and that her daughter was missing. 
Her father found the body in the basement about 
eight hours later. 
Vacationers stranded after latest snowfall 
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) -
An estimated 4,000 skiers and 
snowboarders were stranded for 
much of the weekend after 2 feet 
of fresh snow and avalanches 
blocked a canyon highway. 
The highway to the Snowbird 
and Alta ski resorts became 
blocked Saturday afternoon and 
by late Sunday, it was open 
enough to let people leave in 
their own cars . However, hun-
dreds who arrived by bus were 
still stuck waiting for buses to 
be allowed up the road. 
The more than 2,000 people 
snowbound at Snowbird 
crammed halls, restaurants and 
conference rooms to sleep 
Saturday night, because motel 
rooms were nearly full before 
the storm struck. The resort 
passed out all the blankets it 
could find. 
"I've seen people using table-
cloths for blankets. It's just been 
horrendous," said switchboard 
operator Trista Conde. 
Sheriff's deputies estimated 
another 2,000 people were stuck 
at Alta. A switchboard operator 
who answered the phone at that 
resort Sunday said everyone was 
too busy to talk to a reporter. 
Snowbird's restaurants ran out 
of food for supper Saturday 
night before everyone was fed, 
but one restaurant was able to 
provide complimentary break-
fasts Sunday, Conde said. 
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Many of the snowbound 
skiers waiting for the highway to 
open Sunday headed back to the 
slopes, where Snowbird had all 
but two of its lifts running. 
Snowbird is about 10 miles 
east of Salt Lake City, off Little 
Cottonwood Canyon in the 
rugged Wasatch Mountains, and 
Alta is about three miles farther 
east. The mountains rise to ele-
vations of more than 10,000 
feet. 
One avalanche buried 45 cars 
in a parking lot at Snowbird on 
Saturday. Another snowslide at 
Alta swamped a sheriff deputy's 
truck and some pedestrians 
Saturday night, but no one was 
injured, authorities said. 
SURPRISE 
YOUR 
FRIEND! 
Place a 
BIRTHDAY AD 
with a 
PHOTO AND 
MESSAGE 
in 
The Daily 
Eastern 
News 
(Deadline: 2 Business Days 
Before Ad is lo run) 
from 
Little Caesars® t 
"'1991 L i ttl~ Cae.ar En terprises, Inc. 
:Monday f.1 Tuesday Special • 
n Large ~ R ®® ~~i., : 
fi Topping r2) 99~ 
Free Pepperchinis f:l Garlic 
t Butter Upon Request 
~ I-I 
• 
Carry Ow.:at or Illleii."Very 
Same Lo~ Pri.ce! 
II Ill • • II Ill • • • a • ., • 
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Christmas Break is over, you're broke, 
and there's nothing to do, right? 
WRONG! 
BASH WEEK II 
Sun. Jan. 12th . . . . . . . . . Praise Party 
Mon. Jan. 13th ......... Movie Night 
Wed. Jan. 15th ....... Mmm ... Rogerl 
Thurs. Jan. 16th ...... Crazy Bowling 
Fri. Jan. 17th ..... Friday Night Thing 
All Events are at 7:00 pm, and they are all FREE! 
Meet at Christian Campus House (located on 4th 
St. just south of Lawson Hall) 
SEXUAL ASSAULT COUNSELING SERVICE 
seeks caring volunteers to work 
with victims of sexual assault. 
Training begins February 2. 
Call office (348-5033), 1-5 pm Mon.-Fri. 
ZORBAS Gyros • Seafood Hot & Cold Subs 
Super Burgers 
(never frozen) Eat In • Take Out • Delivery Open 11 am - 2 am Wings • Fresh Salads 348-8055 
Party Orders 
1 0% Discount 
YOUNGSTOWN 
NOW RENTING 
SPRING '97 • FALL '97-'98 
~Furnished 
~ Dishwashers 
~ Garbage Disposals 
~ Central Air 
~ 10 Ins. Leases or 
M 1 Year Leases 
~ Wooded Location 
~ 3 Laundry Facilities 
~ 1,2,3,&4 Bedrooms 
~ On site manager 
~ 24 Hr. Maintenance 
(Evenings are emergency only) 
~ Spacious units 
~ $50.00 Referral Plan 
CALL 345-2363 
CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCKET 
AROUND THE CURVE O N SOUTH 9TH STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH 
MAKE A VIEWING 
APPT. TODAY!! 
-, 
The D~ly bstem News' .. Monday, January 13, 1997 
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Two female· Citadel· candidates 
. . . 
. . 
won't return to .military college 
CHARLESTON. S.C. tAP) - Two female Ci1adel 
cadets ' ho ·aid they endured freshman hazing that 
included having their clothe · ·et afire announced 
unday they would not return to the military college. 
··The school' promise, to me and my fami ly that 
knob life would be rough but afe were' critical to 
me:· Jeanie Mentavlos of Charlotte, N.C .. said in a 
tatement relea ed by her anomey. "Becau .e The 
· cadeL~ face dLciplinary action. 
"I ne er asked for cyecia l treatment at The 
Cuadcl," Mes er ·aid. " I a ked, and was promi e<i 
that I would be treated like any other Fourth Cia s 
cadet In return. however. I received special treat-
ment. Special treatment by way of criminal a aults, 
adi tic illegal hazing and disgusting incident of · 
sexual haras ment." 
Citadel. broke it promise, I cannot return.'' Mentavlo ' brother, Michael, a senior cadet who 
helped bring the allegation to the attention of 
authorities. also announced·sunday he will complete 
While fyderal judge had offered to take tep to 
as ure the women' afety "it ·i apparent tQ me ... 
that while l might be physically safe on campus, I 
would not be welcome," Kim Messer of ,Clover aid 
in a imilar statement. 
his degree requirementS elsewhere. -
The FBI and state police were investigating alle-
gations that, among other thing , male cadets set the 
clothe of the women on fire, sexually hara sed 
them and put cleanser in their mouths. ,. 
Two other female cadets who enrolled last sum-
mer. and who have not made any hazing allegations, 
returned to campu . 
The women were among the first four admitted to 
the college after the school dropped its all-male 
admissions policy, following a U.S. Supreme Court 
ruling that a simill!r all-male policy at Virginia 
Military Institute was unconsti~tional. 
Authorities were also looking into whether death 
threats were made against one wo~an. Eleven male 
Hostage situation co~ld ·go ·many directions 
LtMA, Peru (AP)- The reso-
lution of hostage-takings in Latin 
Ame.rica has ranged from the 
uccessful in Nicaragua to t~e 
(• tni'glt in-Colombia, and the near-
trt@IM: a i"<lQlfa Rica. ln Peru's 
' own hostage ordeal, experience 
offers no guarantees. 
Some rebels got what they 
wanted. Some settled for safe 
pas age out of the country. Some 
were paid off. Some died. 
This time, circumstances may 
be on the side of a bloodle s way 
ou t :_ in large p.ar.t because the 
Tupac Amaru rebels holding 74 
hostage seem more anxious than 
s.ome to look good in their time 
in the potlight. 
I ·~ • ., ~~~~·~~~Jy. 
They are talking with the 
international community .. . 
whi ch they want to impress 
favorably," said Hernando de 
Soto, a former presidential advis-
er and head of the Institute for 
Liberty and Democracy, a Lima 
think-tank. • . 
But each day that goes by in 
the standoff at the Japanese 
ambassador ',s residence - about 
to enter it fo urth week -
increase the potential for vio-
lence. aid Ro emburg Palon. a 
fo rmer rebel leader who chgi -
neered a 1980 takeover of the 
Dominican Republic' army "It 
houldn't go on too lo ng. 
becau e every ccond can turn 
~PO •a- 'tr'ltgedy. ~ he- to ld: The 
2 
Associated Press from his home 
in Cali, Colombia. 
Pabon has· offered to advise 
negotiators in Lima. "Our ex peri· 
ence was modest, but we believe 
it can be useful;" he said. 
Peru's ho tage-taking shares 
aspects of virtually every high-
profile hostag~-taking in Latin 
~merica the past three decades. 
The few takeovers that ended in 
bloodshed did o largely because 
of government over-rea-ction. 
Most takeovers were more 
rooted in ideology than anything 
el c. r 
Some wanted change in gov-
ernment policie . or freedom for 
fellow rebel . a i the case with 
the Peruvian cri ·i · ~ 
10% OFF 
Simpson ta~es stand 
again to face evidence 
LOS A GELES (AP) - It"s 
time for O.J. Simpson to face 
the evidence. 
Having told j uror the 
patho -filled tory of his trou-
bled marriage, h returns to the 
tand on Monday to add a final 
chapter ab olving him of his 
ex-wife' murder. · 
But what doe he do about 
those Bl}lnO Magli shoe pic-
tures? "This is the big game, 
and he's used to winning. 'Bur 
he hasn' t been through this test 
before ," said Loyola Law 
School Dean Laurie Levenson. 
"Now it's OJ. vs. the DNA and 
the sb~." 
Simpson can repeat that he 
never owned shoes like those 
rWhich tracked blood around the 
slashed bodies of Nicole Brown 
Simpson and Ronald Goldman. 
Or he can do what legal ana-
lysts predict: ignore the subject 
altogether. 
"The toughest thing he has to 
do is come up with an explana-
tion of the shoes," said 
Levenson, who sees the plain-
tiffs' additional 30 photographs 
of Simpson -wearing such shoes 
as a master stroke in the civil 
thing about the hoc!. it open 
the door to rebuttal testimony 
from plaintiff ' shoe and photo 
expens who will eek to tie the 
hoe more tighlly to Simpson. 
'The Bruno Magli hoes are 
o damning," aid UCLA law 
profe sor Peter Arenella . ··r 
would be willing to wagec that 
(attorney Robert) Baker will 
not question S imp on about 
them or about the additional 
pt}oto ." A ingle picture which 
urfaced a few months ago had 
been challenged as a fraua by a 
defense expert. Robert Grodep. 
But while Groden was stm 
testifying, pjaintiffs' attorney 
Daniel Petrocelli" sprang the 30 
additional shots, taken by a d,if-
ferent photographer at the same 
Buffa lo Bills foo"b~U game 
where Simpson was working as 
a TV commentator, and show-
ing Simpson wearing what 
appeared to be the rare model 
of shoes linked to the killings. 
"As much as possible, the 
defense should divert the jury's 
attention from the overwhelm-
ing physical evidence and focus 
on M~:. Simpson's character," 
Arenella said. 
case. That was the strategy Friday 
"He can say, If they can fake when Simpson spent three 
one picture they can fake 30, hours on the stand describing 
and why did these picture sud- cenes from his difficult mar-
denly . how up in the middle of riage and exuding a warm con-
the trial," Leven on aid."Or he cern fo r the woman he is 
can say. ' ("don 't think I had accu edofkiltin~ 
hoe like thi , bu t I give To hear him tell it. Nicole 
clothe away ail the time:·· The wa ' more ob e ed with him 
problem i that if he ays any- than vice versa. 
... -, 
all school au·ppliea r • 
Clearance Items 
30% OFF lowes1? marked price 
Martin Luther ~lng, Jr. ~.University Union 
" 
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c ass I 1 ed advertising __ ---_--- _-J --_----- ·_·-··-
Sublessors 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: CLOSE 
to campus , rent negotiable own 
room. Call 348-0727, 345-9255 
1/16 
_F_E_M_A_L_E_S~U-B-L""""E'""s'"""'s'"""'o'"""'R,.....,...,N=E=EDED 
OWN ROOM. Nice House , laun-
dry facilities, great location. 
$200/mo. plus utilities. Call Lynda 
or Tracy at 345-7481 
~~~~~--=-o~=---cc--=-1 /17 
MALE SUBLESSOR, HOUSE 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Low Rent. 
Own room. Call Larry Bridges 
345-3393 
1/26 
=F=E"""M"'""'A,..,.L-=E=--=s..,..u=B:-:-L-::E:-::S:-::S:-:0::-:R::--:-N-:-::E EO-
ED. Own room. Nice house, great 
location. $200/mo. plus utilities. 
(Laundry Facilities) Call Lynda or 
Tracy at 345-7481 
1/17 
:-M:-cA:-:L-=E~-:::-S"'"'U:-::Bc-:-L-=E=-=s=-s=-=o-=R=-, ---:-H:-o use 
close to campus. Low rent own 
room . Call Larry Bridges 345-
3393. 
1/26 
=s"'"'u=B"""L=E=s-=s-=o=R:--:-cN=E=E=o=-=E:-::o=-: -=c"'"lo-se to 
campus , Rent Negotiable own 
room. Call 348-0727, 345-9255. 
1/16 
_S_U_B_L_E_A_S_E_A_V..,..A~I~LA~B~L=E-=I~N 2-3 
BR House for clean non-smoker. 
$215 + utilities/negotiable. 
NearStix. 345-2564 
__________ 1/13 
For Sale 
PIONEER RACK SYSTEM 
STEREO. Brand-new-still in box. 
$900 value for only $500. 348-
5865 
__________ 1/15 
For Sale 
UNUSED 19" ZENITH TV/VCR 
comb. $450.00 Yamaha Trumpet 
$400.00 923-5297 
1/15 
Lost & Found 
LOST: 1996 DAY PLANNER full 
size , black plastic soft cover. 
REWARD. Theatre Dept. 581-
3110 or home 345-3041 
__________ 1/16 
Personals 
DELTA SIGS: HAPPY BELATED 
FOUNDER 'S DAY! 
Congratulations on 97 years of 
YITBOS. Keep it going ! Love , 
Courtney 
__________ 1/13 
Make Money 
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
MAILING CIRCULARS. For info 
call 202-298-1335 
1/31 
Announcements 
FREE T-SHIRT + $1 ,000 Credit 
Card fundraisers for fraternities , 
sororities & groups. Any campus 
organization can raise up to 
$1 ,000 by earning a whopping 
$5.00/VISA application. Call 1-
800-932-0528 ext. 65 Qualified 
callers receive FREET-SHIRT 
__________ 1/13 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: _________________ _ 
Address: ___________________________ ___ 
Under Classification of:---------------
Expiration code (office use only) ___________ _ 
Person accepting ad _______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 0 Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number 
Phone: _______________ Student 0 Yes 0 No 
Dates to run ______________ _ 
Ad to read: 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
Announcements 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! 
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS , 
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE FOR INFO: 1-800-243-
2435 
1/13 
For Sale 
MALE ROOMATE NEEDED for 
Spring 97 term . $215/month for 
own bedroom plus 1/3 utilties . 
Tenth Street. Call Larry or Jeff 
345-7735 
1/13 
Wanted 
WANTED 100 STUDENTS Lose 
5-100 lbs . New metabolism 
breakthrough. RN assisted . Free 
gift. $35 fee. 1 (800) 579-1634 
1/13 
Help Wanted 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
URGENTLY to help with "Aero-
Imps" childrens gymnastics pro-
gram. Late afternoon Tuesday 
and Thursday. Call Scott 
Crawford 581-6363 
1/13 
For Rent 
2 BEDRROM APT. , Furnished 
balcony, air, close to campus, 24 
hour maintance, available imme-
diately. 345-6000 
_________ 1/13 
For Rent 
SEITSINGER 
APARTMENTS.Now leasing for 
summer '97-Fall '97- '98 school 
year. 1 block east Old Main. 
Completely furnished. Three 
monthsummer lease, nine month 
indiviual lease. 
1/13 
-:-:N-=o""'""'W~LE=-A:-:S=I"'"""'N=G-=F::-::O::-::R=-=FA:-:L--:-L--c1997. 
McArthur Manor. Quiet-furnished-
2 bedroom apartment. 345-2231 
1/13 
:c:, F::-:-U-:-::R:-:-N-;-;-1 Sc:::cH:-:cE=cD=-.-:s::cp=-A:-:C:-:-IO::o-;-;U=s-o4 and 
6 bedroom apartment , 1400 
sqaure feet. Available summer or 
Fall of 1997. 6 blocks north of 
Hardees. Off street parking avail-
able. Reasonable utilities. Ask 
about 8% rent discount. Phone 
345-7225 
1/13 
;;-::, F::-:-U-:-:R""'N:-;clc::;S,.,-H;-;:E:-::D:---:-4-:B::-::E::-;D""'R=-o=o M , 2 
BATH , 1300 sqaure feet apart-
ment. Available summer or fall of 
1997. 6 blocks nroth of 
Hardees.Offstreet parking avail-
able . Reasonable utiltites. Ask 
about 8% discount. Phone 345-
9531 
1/13 
=o'"'"N;-;:E:-;:;Bc;::E;;::D:-::R'""'O""'O~M:-A-;;-;::;:P:;::T-;:;S-. -;;-;;All uti 1-
ties )except phone & cable) 
included. Unfurnished , 111/2 
month lease, off street parking. 
NO PETS! NO PARTIES! Quiet 
people only. One person: $385 2 
people $200 per person. 345-
6759 
1/13 
"'"A-=P,..,.A-=R::-:T::-:E=-:-:Mc::E:-:-N-:-:T=-s=------=T:-:W-:cO:::-A N D 
THREE bedroom near campus. 
Phone 345-2416. 
1/13 
ACROSS 
1 Came apart at 
the seams 
34 Singer Crystal 
35 Flamenco 
exclamation 
52-- Lee cakes 
53 Madhouse, so 
to speak 
5 Ann - - , Mich. 
10Without 
14Mimics 
15 Actress Rigg 
16Show 
appreciation at 
a concert 
17 Complimentary 
close 
19-- mater 
20 Smeltery input 
21 Old -fashioned 
poems 
22 More sedate 
24 Muffin 
ingredient 
26Shrewd 
27 German spa 
28 Deli side order 
31 Spanish houses 
36 Desertlike 
37 Brooklyn's --
Island 
38 Czar before 
Feodor I 
39 Ballpoint, e .g . 
40 University of 
Florida 
footballer 
41 - - -Litovsk 
(1918 treaty 
site) 
42 Quit for the day 
44 Pod occupant 
45 Ice skating 
figure 
46 With 43-Down, 
a compli-
mentary close 
50 0ld Iran 
54 Guinness and 
others 
55 Complimentary 
close 
58 Madden 
59 Formal goodbye 
60 Kind of hygiene 
&t Lock openers 
62 "You've got the 
wrong guy! " 
63Nota--
DOWN 
1 Forbidden 
2Soap---
3 Change, as a 
clock 
4 Superlative 
suffix 
5 Sneaker brand 
6 Out of bed 
7 "A Christmas 
Carol" cries 
a Singleton 
9 Mischievous 
o Musical ladders 
1 Complimentary 
close 
Dub 
3 Box, but not 
seriously 
8 Ordinary bait 
James who 
wrote "A Death 
in the Family "' 
~-:--i~l-;';1 25 Necklace 
ornament 
L=.a...;;..L~__,,26 More coquettish 
28 Church law 
For Rent 
HOUSES NEAR CAMPUS. Ideal 
for 4 or 5 persons. Phone 345-
2416 
-co-=~~co-=~,.....-.,;:-.,-,~-:-c:-:: 1 /13 
NICE CLOSE TO CAMPUS fur-
nished houses for 97-98 school 
year. 12 mo. lease. Call 345-3148 
1/13 
-L-1 N..,..C~O~LN~W~O~O~D=-/=P'""I N~ET=R=E=E fur-
nished apartments patios , bal-
conies, air, pool , sundeck, close 
to campus, 24 hour maintenance 
appointment 345-6000 
1/13 
~L~A-=R'"""'G'""'E=--=1-B=-=E-:::-D-=R-=o:-:O::-:Mc-:-A:-:P=-A RT-
MENT. Dishwasher. Garbage dis-
posal. Trash paid. Call 345-2363. 
1/13 
""'A-=P:-:A-=R=-=T=-=M-==E"'"'N=T-:F=-o=R-:R=E"'"'N=T=-. Nice 
location. Call 345-2363 
__________ 1/13 
For Rent 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN 
HOUSE for 2 ,3 or 4 peale. 
Furnished. Dishwasher. Garbage 
disposal. Trash paid. Call 345-
2363. Apartments available 
1/13 
=T::-H=E=--=s-=T:-:-A-=F-=F~o-=F-=T:-:H-=E--c=-0 A I L Y 
EASTERN NEWS WELCOMES 
EVERYONE BACK FROM WIN-
TER BREAK! GOOD LUCK THIS 
SEMESTER! 
_________ HA-00 
ZETA PHI BETA will be hosting an all campus Founders Day social , 
at the Zeta House in Greek Court @ 6p.m, this Thursday. Everyone 
invited! Free Food! 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
any non-profit campus organizational event. No parties or fund raising activ-
ities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF 
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as 
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, 
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL 
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible 
or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited 
for available space. 
29 Despondent 
comment 
30Traveled 
31 Andy of the 
funnies 
32 Region 
33 Complimentary 
close 
34 "I have the 
answer!" 
37 Native of old 
China 
38 Seniors' nest 
eggs, for short 
40 1958 movie 
musical 
41 Sired, in biblical49 Holmes 's creator 
times 50 Place the car 
43 See 46-Across 51 "Night" author 
44 Chase Wiesel 
46 Sheik's bevy 
47 Sky-blue 
48 Fastballer 
Ryan 
52 Diamonds or 
spades 
56 Prefix with meter 
57 - - blind 
~!IJ~f!!~t!~nth~a~~!~a~~~tern News 
two conveinent locations: 
The Gallery of the MLK Jr. Union 
and across from the University 
Open 
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday - Friday 
Ballroom 
Join the staff of : 
The Daily Eastern News 
The News has openings for: 
• Artists ~\~\\ ... 
• Cartoonists 
• Writers 
• Photographers 
Contact Travis Spencer at 581-2812 
1 ne uauy a:astern News January 13, 1887 
Packers take NFC Championship 30-1 
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP)- The 
challenge all season was to return 
the franchise to the luster of the 
Lombardi years. 
And Sunday's stage was per-
fect: a frozen field at Lambeau, 
60,216 Cheeseheads shouting 
their hearts out and a minus-17 
wind chill. 
All that was missing was Vince 
himself, huffing and puffing in 
the frosty air and flashing his 
famous gap-toothed grin. 
When it was over, Green Bay 
and tradition had beaten second-
year Carolina 30-13 in the NFC 
championship game to reach the 
Super Bowl for the first time 
since Lombardi's Packers beat 
Dallas in the ·'Ice Bowl" 29 
years ago. 
The Packers even got coach 
Mike Holmgren to utter the words 
"Super Bowl" for the first time 
this season. 
"All of us were dreaming about 
this game all week. It was like we 
were being tormented," said 
Reggie White, whose dream of 
getting to a Super Bowl has been 
the Packers' inspiration all sea-
son. "Now we can go home and 
have pleasant dreams." 
Along with White, this game's 
heroes were Brett Favre and 
Dorsey Levens, Antonio Freeman 
and Gilbert Brown, none born 
when Lombardi's last team gave 
"Titletown, USA" its fifth NFL 
championship in seven seasons. 
This team, now 15-3, will head 
to New Orleans as the favorite 
over New England or 
Jacksonville to give the NFC its 
13th straight title. 
The outcome certainly was no 
disgrace for the Panthers, who 
finished 13-5, winning the NFC 
West and knocking out defending 
Super Bowl champion Dallas last 
week. 
The result was expected of the 
Packers, a consensus pick to win 
it all after losing this game in 
Dallas last season. They were so 
confident in training camp that 
Holmgren banned "Super Bowl" 
from their vocabulary. "That 
game" is what he called it all sea-
son. 
Holmgren could finally w 
the words on Sunday. 
"It's very special. The loc 
room is a warm place to be ri 
now," Holmgren said. 
"When I talked to the tem 
couldn't get the words ' 
because I am very close to th1 
We have a handful of players v 
are near the ends of their cam 
And that's very special, to h 
an opportunity to get to the Su 
Bowl, because not everybody ~ 
there." 
It's lights out for cinderella JacksonvillE 
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - The New 
England Patriots made it to the playoffs 
with offense. They got to the Super Bowl 
with defense. 
They shut down dangerous Mark 
Brunell and the NFL's top passing attack 
Sunday one week after stopping 
Pittsburgh's powerful Jerome Bettis and 
the league's second best running game. 
And they held their second straight 
post-season opponent without a touch-
down in a 20-6 win over the Jacksonville 
Jaguars in the AFC championship game. 
The defense made sure its streak of 
holding an opponent without a touchdown 
would reach 10 quarters when Willie Clay 
intercepted Brunell's potential tying pass 
in the end zone with 3:43 left. 
Otis Smith then returned a fumble 4 7 
yards for the clinching touchdown with 
2:24 to go. 
The Patriots were the AFC 's highest 
scoring team in the regular season and 
their defense blossomed after its lowest 
point, a 34-8 loss to Denver in which it 
allowed four touchdowns. 
That defense has given up just four 
touchdowns in its seven games since. 
The Patriots routed the Steelers 28-3 
and held Bettis to 43 yards after he gained 
102 the previous week. 
On Sunday, they contained the scram-
bling of Brunell and the running of 
Natrone Means, who had rushed for 315 
yards in consecutive 30-27 playoff wins 
over Buffalo and Denver. 
There was no repeat of Brunell's touch-
down passes of 41, 51 and 61 yards in 
New England's 28-25 overtime win in the 
fourth game ofthe season. 
The defense is peaking at the right 
time: its Super Bowl opponent is the 
Green Bay Packers, the NFL's highest 
scoring team. 
The Packers, 3 0-13 winners over 
Carolina in the NFC title game, can't be 
too imtimidated about that prospect, 
because the Patriots were nearly as inc 
sistent on offense as the Jaguars. 
But New England's defense, which I 
allowed one touchdown in the last f 
games, was superb. 
The Patriots kept constant pressure 
Mark Brunell. 
The Jacksonville quarterback led the 
league in yards passing this season, but 
rarely had time to set up and look dm 
field. 
When the Jaguars tried to run, Natr' 
Means usually found nothing but blue. 
seys in his way. 
And when Brunell guided the Jagu 
58 yards to the Patriots 5 late in the gm 
SECOND frompage12--
The Billikens jumped out to a 
47-25 lead at the break and 
cruised to the non-conference win 
over the Panthers. St. Louis was 
paced by Troy Robertson's 24 
points while Benji Gibbs led 
Eastern with 16. 
The Panthers earned their first 
conference win of the season by 
squeezing out a two-point win 
after trailing 41-40 at the break. 
Rick Kaye led Eastern with 12 
points while the Tigers' Vincent 
Rainey was held to just 13 points 
- 10 below his average. 
Paul Lueken to be first finalist 
interviewed for AD position 
Austin Peay 85, Eastern 
Illinois 69 
Despite not having their top 
scoring threat in Bubba Wells, the 
Governors were able to control 
this conference matchup from the 
beginning en route to the 16-point 
win. Austin Peay shot 54 percent 
from the floor while Eastern shot 
just 38 percent in the contest. 
Eastern Illinois 73, Tennessee 
State 71: 
Eastern Illinois 76, Murray 
State 64: 
In earning the victory against 
Murray State, the Panthers 
pushed their winning streak to 
two and moved into a tie for third 
place in the conference. Four dif-
ferent Panthers cracked double 
figures, with Kaye's 18 points 
leading the way. 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Sports editor 
Paul Lueken will be the first 
of four candidates for the athlet-
ic director position to visit 
Eastern, as he will be in 
Charleston from Jan. 20-22. 
During his visit, there will be a 
scheduled time for the public to 
meet with him. 
The other three candidates for 
the position that was left open 
when Bob McBee resigned in 
the summer are Thomas Spicer, 
Tod Aceto 
McDuffie. 
and Richard will be Jan. 22-24, Aceto's v 
to Eastern will be Feb. 3-5 : 
Lueken, who is currrently the 
athletic director of Slippery 
Rock University in 
Pennsylvania, is no stranger to 
Eastern Illinois since he worked 
as the assistant for promotions 
and development from 1990 
through 1994. 
He also served in several other 
positions at Eastern, including 
the position of Administrative 
Assistant for Athletics 
Spicer's visit to Charleston 
McDuffie's visit to Eastern ' 
beFeb.5-7. 
Spicer is currently workinf 
the athletic director at FortH 
State University in Kansas : 
Aceto is currently in the athl1 
director position at Flor 
International University. 
As for McDuffie, he is cum: 
ly working as the athletic dir 
tor at Southeast Missouri St 
University - a school m 
Ohio Valley Conference. 
classified advertising ___ _ 
W a k e u p t 0 
The Daily Eastern News. 
Your source of campus news. 
Doonesbury Flashbacks 
I'M CANVA931N6 
1He Ne.JGHBOR-
H(XI{). I UOIIB< 
/FICOUW~K 
YOU A Fa(! Ql£6-
TION5. 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
1 PON~T WANT MY 
BARS TAPE~ I HATS 
TAV'E,ANYTHING BUT. 
TAPB, 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY MIKE PETER~ 
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Wrestling team ends break with loss to Purdue 
By CHAD MERDA 
Staff writer 
Sunday afternoon the wrestling 
team opened up its home schedule 
against the Purdue 
Boilermakers(ranked No. 20 in the 
country), who entered the dual 
meet with a 5-l record. The 
Boilermakers' only loss ofthe sea-
son was to No. 9 Cal State-
Bakersfield. 
Not only was it the Panther's 
first home meet, but was their first 
dual meet of the season as well. 
The Panthers were hoping to 
avenge their 29-6 loss to the 
Boilermakers in West Lafayette 
last year, but ended up falling in a 
close meet, 20-15 . 
The Panthers took the lead 
quickly when Dave Pena ( 118, 8-
2) defeated No. 11 ranked Tim 
Denlan (14-3). In the second peri-
od Pena started in the down posi-
tion and quickly earned a vital 
two-point reversal on his way to 
the 3-1 victory. 
It was only Pena's second com-
petition in over a month with a 
shoulder injury, and head coach 
Ralph McCausland was 
impressed. 
"He did nothing flashy, had 
good position and good compo-
sure," McCausland said. 
On Friday John Wells (134) had 
his nose surgically reset and was 
unable to wrestle so McCausland 
had to call on freshman Don Pool 
(134, 13-10) to step in. 
"He's a freshman who believes 
he can score, and he does," 
McCausland said. 
In the second period Pool 
earned four near fall points on his 
opponent, Shane Hansen (134, 9-
4) and also demonstrated control 
over Hansen for much of that sec-
ond period. 
Hansen fought back late in the 
third but Pool came out with an 8-
4 victory and the Panthers had the 
lead 6-3. 
In the 158 division senior Matt 
Hughes looked to improve on his 
No. 3 national ranking and 24-1 
record. Hughes was going up 
against Eric Douglas (10-4) who 
beat Hughes last year. 
In the third period Hughes was 
winning over Eric Douglas 5-0, 
when he sprained his ankle and 
had to take two injury timeouts as 
a result. 
"Right at the end I couldn't 
stand up on it," Hughes said. "It's 
fine now but it will probably hurt 
like hell (Monday) morning." 
Hughes did come out victorious 
and his record now stands at 25-1 . 
"I'm real happy, I have nothing 
to complain about," Hughes said. 
"Right about now I am more con-
fident (than last year). 
One of the closest matches of 
the afternoon came with Curtis 
Owen (177, 3-8) squaring off 
against Mark Colegrove (5-8). 
Late in the third Owen was down 
5-2 and brought the score to 5-4 
with a reversal. He then fought 
back and tried to earn points for a 
near fall but time ran out. 
"Owen came up short at the 
end," McCausland said. "He's one 
step away from breaking through." 
' ' 
We've wrestled real 
well and I'm real 
pleased." 
-Ralph McCausland 
Head wrestling coach 
After the 177 match the 
Panthers were trailing 17-9 in the 
team score. 
The Boilermaker's John Hansen 
(190, 1 0-6) injury defaulted the 
match with Graham Witt (3-6) in 
the first period when he went 
down with injury and was down 
on the mat for over five minutes. 
"It was either a neck injury or a 
muscle pull," McCausland said. 
The default brought the Panthers 
within two points at 17-15, and 
they had a chance to win the meet 
and upset the Boilermakers if Pete 
Kolzow (9-9) could beat David 
Pierce (8-4). 
The match was up for grabs 
until the third period when it was 
still scoreless, but Pierce was able 
to score on an escape and reversal, 
thus winning the match and the 
meet for Purdue by a score of 20-
15. 
"We've wrestled real well and 
I'm real pleased," McCausland 
said. "We've been wrestling with 
confidence and that shows the 
guys how close they are to break-
ing through." 
Over the break some Panthers 
had broken through. At the 
University of Northern Iowa 
Open, Hughes emerged as the 158 
lb. champion and Chad Surles 
took fifth at 150. 
Three weeks later at the 
Midlands tournament Hughes took 
third and the Panthers finished 1 7 
out of 33 teams. 
At the Great Plains tournament 
the Panthers finished fourth of 20 
teams, and both Pena and Hughes 
won their weight class, Wells took 
third at 134, and Tim Stringer took 
fourth at 142. 
McCausland said overall the 
break was good for his Panthers. 
LADY PANTHERS frompage12 
over the break. 
Eastern Illinois 56, Evansville 50: 
Eastern continued its domination over 
Evansville, extending its career record 
against them to 8-2 . Eastern was led by 
Garbova with 24 points and 11 rebounds. 
The other double-figure scorer was senior 
forward Sarah Probst who had 10 points. 
Freshman center Leah Aldrich grabbed 10 
rebounds and scored eight points. 
Arizona State 87, Eastern Illinois 68: 
Eastern lost to host Arizona State in the 
first game of the Arizona State tournament. 
Eastern was led by Garbova, who had 12 
points and added seven rebounds. Junior 
guard Nora Hendrix and Lee each scored 10 
points in the loss. The Panthers were down 
44-29 at the half, and could not cut the 
deficit in the end. 
Eastern Illinois 80, Cal State-Fullerton 
75: 
Eastern came back from the loss and 
defeated Cal State in the second game at the 
Arizona State Tournament. Four players 
scored in double-figures in the victory, led 
by Garbova with 16 points. Lee and Probst 
each added 14 points while Laska added 13 
points. Eastern was down 33-29 at the half 
but outscored Cal State 51-42 in the second 
half. 
Austin Peay 80, Eastern Illinois 62: 
Eastern opened up its first OVC season 
with a loss to predicted first place finisher 
Austin Peay. Garbova led the Panthers with 
18 points and grabbed three rebounds. 
Probst added 17 points in the losing effort. 
Eastern was down 42-23 at the half and 
outscored Austin Peay 39-38 in the second 
half. 
Tennessee State, 86 Eastern Illinois 64: 
Tennessee State handed the Panthers their 
second straight OVC after taking a 16 point 
lead into halftime and never looking back. 
The Panthers were led by Hendrix who had 
20 points and six rebounds. Probst added 14 
points and added five rebounds . Connie 
Swift led the Lady Tigers with 29 points and 
16 rebounds. 
Eastern Illinois, 63 Murray State 54: 
Eastern beat Murray State for the first 
time ever to achieve their first conference 
victory. Garbova led the Panthers with 21 
points and eight rebounds while Probst 
added 18 points. Hendrix added 13 points in 
the victory. Murray State went into the game 
with a 5-0 career record against Eastern. 
1997 Spring Panther Preview 
~ 
Saturda!ft January 11 . v Monday, January 13 
Ern Panther Basketball vs. Moorehead State ~"~ ,. EnJ Panther Basketball vs. Eastern Kentucky 
Men 2:00p.m. Women 4:30p.m. _ §:-- . Men 7::35 p.m. Women 5:00p.m. 
Admission is Free 0~ ~, ,. Admission is Free 
. ~ ~ 
N • I 
"--' -z;-'3 . '-
Sundarp January J:Z ~ Tuegday, January 14 
Pizza Fest ~~ Student Organization Ice Cream Extravaganza 
Free pizza featuring: Meet student organization presidents .r -._ . 
Little Caesers, Pizza Hut, Papa John's, Monical's, and get FREE ICE CREAM!! ,..~~, 
Topper's, and Domino's Universi~ Ballroom 11:00 a.m.- Z:OO p.tn~ 
Carman Hall Dining Center 5:45-7:00 ~ 
Sunda!ft January 12 
Free Movie 
JOE'S APARTMENT 
starring Je~ O'Connell 
Carman Hall Dining 
7:00p.m.- 9:00p.m. 
C.RiT"'P'ERS lltGR.E.£ 
ANTE~~~ .'!!:···WAY UP!'' 
Monda!ft January 13 · ·~·"· ~ , 
Wake up and Thaw out at Coffee Express~ 
Free Hot Chocolate and Flavored Coffee!! -~ 
$.10 mini muffins 
$.99 bagels 
Union Bookstore Lobb'::3 beginning at 7:00 a.m.! 
-
.... ~, 
~ 
Wednegday, January IS 
Lets go Bowling! 
$.7S bowling and free shoe rental 
Universit'::3 Lanes, 6:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. 
~-
'OJurgda!ft January 16 ~,~,. -
H'::3pnotist Jim Wand! ~ 
Free performance sponsored by · ' 
Universit'::3 Boarti Orientation, and RHA 
9:00 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom 
Frida!ft January 17 
B-1-N-G-0! 
Win great prizes at no cost by 
playing BINGO!! 
Sponsored by Orientation and 
Universit'::3 Board 
7:00 p.m. in the University Ballroom 
~ 
-~·,'i ~; ... ~~:~:~~::-.:('-
The Daily Eastern News IVIonaay, January 1 J, ll:Jl:J r 
Men's basketball team aiming 
to complete homestand sweep 
By JOSH HARBECK 
Associate sports editor 
The Panthers shoot for their 
fourth consecutive win Monday 
night when the Colonels of 
Eastern Kentucky come to 
Charleston. 
A win would give the Panthers 
their longest winning streak since 
a five-game run in 1994-95. 
Eastern (6-6 overall) is tied for 
second place in the Ohio Valley 
Conference, sporting a league 
record of 3-1. 
Eastern Kentucky however is 
.500 in the OVC (2-2) and under 
.500 overall ( 4-8). 
The Colonels are coming off a 
70-68 loss at Southeast Missouri 
State Saturday night. Eastern 
Kentucky led the game by three 
at halftime, but the Indians, who 
are tied with the Panthers for sec-
ond place in the OVC, came back 
to post the victory. 
The Panthers come into the 
game following an 86-70 win 
over Morehead State (2-9 over-
all, 0-3 in the OVC) Saturday. 
Eastern used a strong first half to 
pull away from the Eagles, 
outscoring them 52-35 by half-
time. 
Eastern head coach Rick 
Samuels said this stretch of home 
games is important. 
"We have to win them at home 
as we can, but this is going to be 
our third game in five nights," he 
said. "Most of our players 
haven't experienced this The rig-
ors of Division I basketball is 
something we will have to learn 
to guard against." 
Eastern has played games 
Thursday, Saturday and tonight, 
and then the team is off until 
Saturday, when they play at 
Tennessee Tech. 
A win tonight would give 
Eastern a 3-0 home stand, but the 
win is not guaranteed. 
"They're 2-1 (in the OVC) 
right now, and they beat Austin 
Peay earlier in the year," 
Samuels said. Austin Peay was 
last year's OVC tournament 
champion, and the Governors 
defeated the Panthers 85-69 in 
Tennessee in Eastern's confer-
ence opener. 
Samuels also pointed out two 
of Eastern Kentucky's players 
who could pose problems for the 
Panthers. 
Six foot 11 inch center Matt 
Simons, a transfer from 
Louisville, is scoring more than 
12 points per game and has a 
team-high 7.3 rebounds per game 
average. 
Guard Carlos Bess also plays a 
key role, scoring just under 10 
points per game. 
The Panthers can counter with 
their own weapons however. 
Center John Smith scored a 
career high 23 points Saturday 
night on 1 0-of-13 shooting from 
the field. 
Forward Kurt Cuffle added 15, 
and guards Rick Kaye and Chad 
Peckinpaugh scored 13 and 11 
points respectively. 
An Ohio Valley Conference 
win is not the only thing up for 
grabs at the game. The Eastern 
Athletic Department will raffle 
off two tickets to Super Bowl 
XXXI Jan. 26. Tickets for the 
raffle will cost $2 and will be 
available at the game. 
Lady Panthers seek third straight 
Avoiding turnovers 
will be key to victory 
By DREW GRANGER 
Staff writer 
The 6-6 Lady Panthers, 2-2 in the Ohio Valley 
Conference, will put both .500 marks on the line 
tonight when they host the Eastern Kentucky 
Lady Colonels at 5 p.m. at Lantz Gym. 
This will be the first meeting between the two 
teams. 
The Lady Panthers are on a home winning 
streak. They have won their last two games, 
against Murray State (63-54) and Morehead State 
(65-57). 
Eastern Kentucky brings back four of last sea-
sons starters. Juniors Laphelia Doss, a 5 foot 10 
inch forward; Trina Goodrich, a 5 foot 7 inch 
guard and Lisa Pace, a 5 foot 11 inch forward, 
will combine with senior guard Tiffany Davis. 
In addition, the Lady Colonels will bring back 
four freshman from last year to add to the squad's 
experience. 
Eastern Illinois head coach John Klein gives 
the Lady Colonels a healthy dose of respect. 
"I think they are one of the best teams in the 
Ohio Valley Conference," he said. "I think it'll be 
a real challenge. They're a real good team with 
good athletes, and they're very deep. 
"But I think that if we control the ball and 
don't turn it over, we have a definite chance to 
win." 
Eastern Kentucky finished tied for fourth in the 
OVC last season. The Lady Colonels racked up an 
11-16 record, 7-9 in conference. 
The Lady Colonels had their fair share of road 
woes last season, ending up 1-10 on the road. 
However, going into this year's semester break, 
they had posted a 2-0 record on the road. 
Klein thinks Eastern Kentucky's strength lies in 
its pressure defense. 
"They like to put a lot of pressure on you 
defensively," he said. "They play a full court 
press. But we think we can handle it." 
Klein has his team ready to face Eastern 
Kentucky. The Lady Panthers go into the game 
healthy. 
"Right now we're probably in the best health 
we've been in all season," Klein said. "We are 
still not 100 percent, but we're better than we 
were earlier." 
Klein thinks rebounding will be key to a 
Panther victory. 
In addition Eastern Illinois will have to cope 
with pressure from the aggressive Eastern 
Kentucky defense. 
"We're going to have to control the boards and 
we have to handle their press," Klein said. "But I 
think we can win." 
The Lady Panthers have done the job in clean-
ing the glass. In five of the eight games over the 
semester break, the Lady Panthers pulled down at 
least 40 rebounds. 
Track teams sweep indoor meet 
Panthers open 
indoor season 
with success 
By MATT WILSON 
Staff writer 
The Eastern men's indoor 
track team started off their sea-
son with three dual meet victo-
ries over Illinois State, Butler 
University and Southwest 
Missouri State. 
The men defeated Illinois 
State 78-66, beat Butler 109-39 
and defeated Southwest 
Missouri State 97-53. 
The women lost to Illinois 
State 91-42, defeated Butler 68-
66 and lost to Southwest 
Missouri State 77-55. 
Ray Helms took second place 
honors in the 200 meter dash 
with a time of 22.96. Chad 
White also took second in the 
400 meter dash with a time of 
48.55. 
Todd Moroney took first 
place in the 6000 meter run with 
a time of 15:18 .88 and Mike 
McBride won the 800 meter run 
with a time of 1:55.93. 
Tim Thompson won the high 
jump title with a leap of 6 feet 
8.25 inches and Joe Rigaud also 
captured the men's long jump 
title with a jump of 23 feet 2.5 
inches. 
Other winners for Eastern 
included Mike Quinlan winning 
the pole vault title with a jump 
of 15 feet and Jason 
Waldschmidt won the shot put 
title with a throw of 46 feet 
10.26 inches. 
On the 
women's side 
Tiffany 
Cheatham 
took third 
place in the 
200 meter 
dash with a 
time of 27.31 
and took fifth 
Todd Moroney place in the 
400 meter 
dash with a time of 62.12. 
Jo-Ann Trevino took second 
place honors in the 6000 meter 
run with a time of 18:45.59 and 
Vickie Sleezer took second 
place in the 600 meter dash with 
a time of 1:41.46. 
Keisha Dunlap also took sec-
ond place honors in the 20 
pound weight throw with a toss 
of 49 feet 5. 7 5 inches. 
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Owen Honda-Polaris 
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Oakley 
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• 
· Pa·nt~ers en·d break in ·sec.ond· pl-ace 
IBE photographer 
·' Panther guard Rick Kaye gets tangled up with a Morehead Stare play-
er during Saturday 's 86-70 win over the Eagles. The Panthers aim for 
four straight tonight against Eastern Kentucky at 7:35p.m. in Lllntz. 
Riding a two-game winning 
treak . the men' ba ketball 
team was not about to let 
Morehead State' Ohio Valley 
eonferenc.e-leading offen ·e keep 
it from pushing that streak to 
three. 
Eastern fended off a couple of 
Morehead raJiy allempts in the 
second hal f to come away with 
an 837 70 victory in a Saturday 
afternoon matinee at Lantz 
Gymnasium. Morehead's 70 
points was 13 points below their 
83 points per game average. 
The win \eaves the Panthers 
(6-6 overall, 3~ 1 in the OVC) in 
a tie for econd place in the con-
ference and it cap off a holiday 
break in which they went 5-3: 
· "We knew aftec the first half 
they would be real aggres ive 
and would come out hootin~:· 
.Panther guard Rick Kaye. who 
cored 13 points in the wjn. said. 
"Our big guy did a good job of 
rebounding.'' . 
The rebounding edge was 
only 40-39. but the scoring in 
the post proved to be the differ-
.enc.e since freshman center John 
Smith wa able to rack · up 23 
points - J 3 coming in the first 
half. 
Morehe.ad tried to counter 
Eastern' insrde game with its 
sllooting from beyond tile. arc, 
but it was only able to hit 10 tres 
on 25 attempt . Forward Doug 
Wyci kalla led the Eagle from 
three-point land. hitting four tres 
on nine attempts . 
. :They average around 30 
three's per game and . o they are 
going to shoot them whether 
they are open or not.'' Smith 
said. 
Panther head coach ) Rick 
Samuel added that Morehead 
wa never able to hit enough 
three-pointer to endanger his 
team' lead. 
"They hit orne three· but 
they are going to take· a many 
as they can to get their offense 
• Par:~thers shoot for f urth 
straight tontght. 
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going.'' Sam I said . ~They 
never hit enough of them. 
tho.ugh, to take the wind out of 
our ails." 
But Morehead came out hit-
ting the trey early on, knocking 
down three of them in the first 
I 0 minutes to pull .within two at 
18-16. The Panth.ers then 
responded with a run of their 
own to builq-a 27-20 advantage. 
However, an 8-2 Morehead 
run put the Eagle within one at 
29-28 with 5:31 left to play 
before E<tStern's offense took 
over to tilt the advantage its 
way. 
Panther trolled to the 16-point 
win. 
"ln the second half I had to 
coac~ again," Samuel said. 
··Morehead State became hard to 
defend at times." 
Nevertheles • Samuet wa 
plea ·ed with how his team has 
come al9ng since the break 
began. . 
''Part of our uccess has come 
from playing together and devel-
oping a a team.' Samuels said. 
"The players are tarting to 
under tancf team concepts 'and. 
are fitting well into the offen e ." 
Thi learning of the offense. 
showed throughout the break for 
the Panthers. 
· Santa 1Clara 90, Eastern 
lllinois 80: 
De. pite leading 40-35 at half-
time, the Panthers were unable 
to hang on the ictory. as Santa 
Clara out cored Eastern 55-40 in 
the final 20 minute for the I 0-
point win in the Indiana Classic . 
Rick Kaye scored 19 point in 
the loss. 
Eastern Illinois 88, 
Louisiana Tech 76 OT: 
Eastern had to work overtime 
The Panthers limited the 
Eagles to ju t two field goal tbe 
rest of the half; out coring them to come away with a victory 
· 23: 7 en route to a 52-35 halftime ove Louisiana Tech in the con-
lead. solation game of the Indiana 
r "'That tretch in the first h,.alf Classic, and Kay~ once a~ain 
was big for us," Samuels said. paved the way wtf.h 23 po1nt , 
"We played well and had gooq while _Idri~ 0sei-~gyeman added 
execution on offense," he said. 17 po•.n~! thej'Jl: .... . .. 
' "The guys recognized the plays. - Easlern llinois AH, 
and it (the first half) was a lot of Elmhurst 56: 
fun to watch.'' The outcome was never in 
Ea tern's offense continued to doubt in Lhi non--conference 
play well in the second half, as affair, as the Panther led 42-22 
the Panthers builr up a 59-38 at the break before cruising to 
lead in the first three minute of the 24-point win at home . 
the game. Over the next five Ea tern shot 63 percent in the 
minute . though , Morehead .conte t while holding Elmhurst 
pieced together a 13-2- run to to ju t 36 percent hooting from 
lice Ea tern's lead to I 0 at 61- the floor. 
51. St. Louis 81 Eastern IIUnois 
From there, Morehead could 59: 
get no closer than· II . as the Sec SECOND page I 0 ( t 
Lady Panthers climb back to .500 mark 
By MATT WILSON Alii on Osborn cut the lead to 40-
Staff writer 37. Two s traight basket by Lee 
Eastern brought their record to 
.500 with a victory over 
Morehead State Saturday at Lantz 
65-57. 
"We played very well from the 
standpoint of taking care of the 
ball and rebounding," bead coach 
John Klein said. 
· The Panthers were led by 
junior forw8..(d Garbova 
who bad 25 J*iats and · 1 0 
rebounds~unior center Allison 
Lee added 21 points and eight 
ribouods. 
"I had to take what was given 
to me and in the ftrst half; J took 
the ball strong to the hole and I 
· got fouled which gave me confi-
dence in the second half," Lee 
said. " I also got a lot of good 
passes from the guards." 
Yunior gu~d Jess Laska led the 
Panthers with eight assisiS. 
·$ "My goal for the .,game was to 
get Ule turnovers down and ~ore 
baskets for my teammates," 
Laska said. 
1\vQ free throws by Lte pot the 
, Panthers up 34-23 at halftime. A 
three-~ Morehead State's 
extended the Eastern Jead to 46-
39. 
The Lady Eagles cut the lead to 
three again on a layup by Amy , 
Kieckbusch and another three by 
-Osborn. A jumper and a layup by 
Garbova made the lead 58-49 and 
• L...adyJWrthe~& look to get 
over JOO mark. 
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Eastern never looked back. 
The Lady Eagles were led by 
Osborn who came off the bench 
to score 14 points while Ohio 
Valley Conference scoring leader 
Amy Kieckbusch added 12. 
"I had to box her out and not 
give her any second or third 
shots,'' 'Lee said. "I also had a lot. 
of help when I had to front the 
post and I got some great help 
from the back. I tried to keep her 
below her average and not let her 
have a cateer night.' ' 
Eastern bad a record of 4-3"4 
See LADr PANTHERS page 10 
"" IBE Lady Panther gutJrd Jess Lpslulforces a Morehead SUite player to lose hu dribble in Sllturday nighl's 
1~vietca.,-over the EAgles. The win moved the Panthers to 6-6 overall and to 2-2 in Ohio Valley Cotiference 
action. The Lady Pfl~JJ&rs aim for their third srraighl win tonight when IIIey host &stem KeniUCky at 5 
p.m. 'in,Lantz Gymnasium. 
